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President Meets Seniors;
Women to Move First
Seniors Bill Lenich and Chris Deegan met with the Administrative Council last
Friday to discuss the occupancy of the new dorms.
The Seniors were told that the decision to move the girls into the new dorms on
November 15th was the best possible solution because it would relieve the condition of
tripling up in the quickest possible way. They were invited to come up with a better
solution, and it was decided that the Student Personnel Committee would study the
problem.
Besides the regular members of the Council (Fr. Georges Bissonnette, Dr. Oscar.
Remick, Fr. Alexis Babineau, and Henry Rudio), Richard Wortruba, Dean of Stu
dents, was also present as an invited guest.
The Seniors presented the Council with the following statement:
October 3, 1969
An Inquiry:
On May 6 I960, the following statements were made: "There seems to be enough evidence .
to say that smallness is an advantage today", "Today's students refuse to accept the picture of the
e is at Assumption College a healthy willingness to face up to contempora^'p^oWems1"
'

Father Alexis Babineau discusses the occupancy of the new
dorms with the Seniors. (See Page 3.)

n^enCieKibilil^ ,?f J?eSAe, ^tements in reference to Assumption College must be inspected.
Alexis Babineau met with members of the Senior class and discussed the
present dormitory situation. The following points were made:
1) At present more than fifty
market, and face up to the con the matter.
percent of the Senior class are temporary problems feeing us?
Fr. Georges also stated that he
non-residents. Many of the Junior
These questions need to be an had tried several times to contact
class are non-resident. Are we swered now, without delay, without S.G.A. President Brian Lillis for
a resident college?
falsification.
Where is the these meetings but was unable to
2) Fr. Alexis Babineau com STRUCTURE for the Assumption do so.
pared Assumption to the University community? Are Assumption's
According to Deegan, the
The Dean of Students Office
of Mass. (a "university super students in jeopardy?
Seniors
are now waiting for the has issued a statement to all stu
market") yet we call ourselves
The discussion that followed was Student Personnel Committee to dents containing the sections of
a community.
mainly concerned with the new discuss the matter before taking
3) On the one hand we are dorms, especially why they weren't further action. Formation of this the laws of the Commonwealth
told Administrators are willing ready in time and who would be committee was delayed, however, regarding the sale of liquor on
campus.
to "face up to contempory pro occupying them.
at the last faculty senate meeting,
The statement began,"
blems".
Yet Fr. Alexis says
Fr. Georges stated that he was (see page 4, column 3).
"Recently it was brought to the
that the pit situation two years the final decision - maker of the
"If something is not decided College's attention by a member
ago was "psychological".
college amd that the girls would in fevor
of the Seniors," said
4) Fr. Alexis inferred that the move in first. (See related article Deegan, "some definite action will of the Liquor Commission that
present practices regarding the
school is defrauding the govern page 5, column 1) He went on to be
taken."
sale
of liquor on campus are in
ment in that the H.U.D. contract give several reasons why the men
for the new dorms calls for occupa could not occupy the new dorms,
tion of two by males and one by including construction problems,
females.
promises to girls, and other rea
5) Fr. Alexis stated that three sons which had been stated earlier
man rooms will reappear on this in the week by Fr. Alexis. (See
campus because it will be advant- page 3).
agous to the school in the pro
It was also established that the
curement of Mure funds from decision made during the summer
by James Docker
H.U.D.
was a final one, and that Dean
When is it then that Assumption Wortruba had been mistaken in
Increased
enrollment
at rises), enrollment increase will
will have the advantage of being thinking that the Student Personnel Assumption College, particularly mean more federal grants for
small not be a university super Committee had jurisdiction over the large influx of the freshmen campus construction and planning.
class attributed to coeducation, These grants are actually longwill have long-range effects on the term loans or bond issues given
physical development of the cam
to colleges or universities with a
pus.
low interest rate.
In what Fr. Georges Bisson
The affects of coeducation are
nette termed "the end of sixty- realized with the two building pro
five years of discrimination against jects now in operation on campus;
the better half of humanity", co the added facility and the three
The Assumption Vietnam Mor day, October 6.
education here will provide the dorms under construction.
atorium Committee has begun
Although classes will be sche long-term financial growth neces
Two dorms are slated to be
finalizing plans for its participa duled for that day, and no resolu sary for the coUege to expand completed Nov. 15 and are ex
tion in the national "peace action tion concering the Moratorium has its facilities. The new Coordinate pected to be occupied by women
day" October 15. The Assumption been passed by the sga, faculty College for Women has 125 women
from Alumni Hall. The third will
group was late in forming, com senate, or the administration (as enrolled for classes and projected be occupied by men when finished
pared to other colleges in the area have most other schools) many over a four-year
period, the later this year. Total costs for
and the nation. The group had no students and faculty plan not to college is expected to expand to the new dorms is $1,074,000 and
cohesive structure and no plans attend classes that day.
500 students.
are being built with low-interest
for several weeks.
Events scheduled for the day
Added to projected enrollment loans from the College Loan
Last Week, Charles Zaremba, here include three speeches and increases in the all-male college, Branch of the Department of Hous
a sophomore, made arrangements discussions to be held in the coffee future total enrollment will total ing and Urban Development.
for speakers and films to be held
house. At 10:00 a.m. Mr. Paul nearly 2,000 students.
Additions to the dining are cost
on campus on the 15th. Mike Zeigler will speak, at 11:00 Dr.
At the present tuition rate ($1, ing the college $460,000 under the
Sheenhan and John Sevivas, both Joseph Green will speak on the 600 per annum with increases
Juniors, have been forming a group Sociology of Warfare and at 12:30 expected as the "Cost of Living"
Cont. P. 4, Col. 4
to leaflet shopping areas and fac there will be a talk by Dr. Charles
tories both on the day of the Estus. At 2:30 p.m. there will be
Moratorium and after. Several a rally at Worcester City Hall
students leafletted the dining hall, Plaza. A film will be shown in
Zipp's and the post office on Mon-

Students Informed
of Liquor Laws

Coeducation to Have
Great Financial Effect

Moratorium Planned
For October 15th

cont. p. 6 col. 1

violation of the Commonwealth
laws."
The statement then listed the
sections of Commonwealth law
which present campus practices
are violating. It went on to say
that"The College cannot and does
not approve the sale or drinking
of
alcoholic beverages which
violates the law of the Common
wealth. Therefore, the College
takes this opportunity to advise
and recommend to the Community
members that they familiarize
themselves with the Massachusetts
Liquor Laws, particularly as
stated in the Student Handbook
dated September 1969, and that
they arrange their parties and
other
social functions, where
drinking is involved, to be within
the Laws of the Commonwealth."
In commenting on the state
ment, Dean Richard T. Wortruba
stated that his responsibility was
to let the students know the law.
Practically speaking, no selling
of liquor wiU now be allowed
by his office ("If I hear of some
one selling liquor I'll have to
step in"). Also, the Dean thought
that it was "bad taste" to aUow
drinking outside the dorms, and
this too would not be aUowec,
"I guess you could call it u
realistic approach to being hypo
critical", said the Dean. "Th.
law is unrealistic. . .a guy car
fight in Vietnam but can't drirJ
here at home. . .it seems th?1
some people have not come fee
to face with the maturity of cam
pus students."
"We are concerned about th
problem only when the amour
of consumption interferes witt

Cont. P. 4 , Col. 3

" Individual Freedom Group Responsibility"
by Richard T. Wortruba, Dean of Students

Students take part in sit down strike to protest the presence of an
army recruiter on campus. Assumption's schedule for the moratorium
of classes on October 15th has been coordinated with other activities
in the Worcester area.

The residence halls on campus
perform two major functions: The
first concerns the physical well
being of its occupants; the second
concerns the forces that either
detract or supplement the total
educational process of the College.
Thus, the importance, the role
housing plays in a collegiate com
munity, is worth pursuing here.
The foUowing aspects should be
encompassed in our residence
halls:
1.
They should provide its
members with close associations
with many types of individuals
contribute to increased ease and
freedom in interpersonal relation
ships, facilitate assessment of the
impact of his behavior on others,

and encourage the development
of values as he tests his attitudes
in relationship to the peers in
his living groups.
2. They must also provide a
place of refuge within the academic
community in which the resident
may find the necessary security
and solitude which all human beings
must have from time to time.
3. Finally, housing in a college
community should create an en
vironment in the halls that allows
the students the opportunity to
meet their academic goals and
the educational objectives of the
College.
The challenges surrounding
these aspects are not insurmount
able, yet they could be looked upon

as contradictory. That is, how can
you have goals that allow for selfdiscipline, self-responsibility, anc
privacy on one hand and com
munity, educational interaction anc
academic integration of the re
sidence halls into the academic
community on the other hand. Ir
an attempt to solve this problem,
your elected representatives me
in my office last Thursday even
ing to see if we could together
develop such a program that would
promote an appreciation for the
democratic ethic and at the same
time allow for the developmen*
of individual leadership. .

cont. p 5 col. 1
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THE FORUM
To The Editor:
Before I enter into the body of this letter, let
me say that this letter can be looked upon as
a letter of personal gripes. But, on the other hand,
it can be seen as a personal appraisal of where
Assumption College has taken its students, and,
in particular, its seniors.
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The Babineau Meeting

The meeting between a prominent member of the ad
ministration and a group of students is an important event.
When the administrator is Father Alexis Babineau, Direc
tor of Campus Planning and member of the Administra
tive Council, and the students comprise nearly all of the
Seniors residing on campus, the meeting is important for
the entire college community.
Through such a meeting the administration can keep
students informed of future proposals and give it a valu
able communication link with the students, by which it can
better evaluate how the college community is actually oper
ating. (Father Georges should, indeed, follow the example
of his immediate predecessor, Father Ernest Fortin, and
call a regular "press conference" with the students to
create this important link.)
Unfortunately, this was not the case with the Babi
neau meeting. Tempers flared, tension on both sides was
built up, and both Father Alexis and the students came
away upset.
The reason for this failure seems to be Father Alexis'
amazing inability to talk to students. His information
is often inaccurate and contradictory, and his logic, at
times, leaves much to be desired.
But Father Babineau is dangerous in another way. Not
only does he make the administration look like a bumbling,
insensitive machine which rolls on and on, mistake after
mistake, but as Director of Campus Planning he has the
entire academic community at his mercy. Dr. Remick can
talk of a community of scholars, Dean Wortruba can try
to set up a responsible type of dormitory system, and our
professors can push us to higher academic accomplish
ments. But as long as Father Babineau'a office creates the
kind of housing situation which now exists on campus,
no academic community can survive.
As Director of Campus Planning, Father Babineau is
responsible for the three-man room situation. A mistake
above and beyond the carpenters' strike — has been made.
It is time that Father Alexis and the rest of the administra
tion admitted that mistake, and made a constructive move
to correct it.
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L«t me further preface this letter by saying
that I am a bit of a dreamer. Ever since I firmly
made up my mind that I wanted a college degree,
I have looked forward to my senior year. Now it
has come; but not in the manner that I or my room
mate expected. Instead of residing in the new
dorms for which we had opted, we find ourselves
crammed into a different room with a third room
mate.
As a consequence, we have not been able to
bring in the conveniences that we had planned
(eg. television, large easy chair, etc. ). Further
more, I am reminded that I am paying one-hundred
dollars more per semester for inferior living
space with the mere pittance of fifty cents per
diem
for the inconvenience of "tripling-up."
Indeed, according to the Worcester Telegram,
even this measly sum was not in the original
plans.
I was truly interested when I read in a report
this summer that the Dean of Students' Office had
told a Telegram reporter that due to "miscalcula
tions", there would be more freshman thanorigin
ally planned. However, I was truly amazed when
I saw, in print, a statement saying that the "great
majority" would not mind the inconvenience of
tripling-up. Who was this "majority" present on
campus in the middle of the summer? Perhaps it
was the resident advisors, who living with their
fellow R.A."( might be lolling in his lounge or
looking in on the large corridor study rooms
where in he can counsel the flocks that come for
guidance.
Many seniors, unlike myself, were unwilling to
accept this situation. It is for this reason that our
class is divided into three groups; day students
from the Worcester area, residents, and an un
usually large number of previously resident stu
dents, living off campus. We are truly a split class;
split by a Dean of Students' Office that told re
turning seniors that it would "appreciate it"ifthev
would "relocate" off-campus.
There is now even discussion that we, the remain
ing seniors, will not be guaranteed residence in the
new dorms. I believe that I speak for all the gradua
ting seniors when I say that I wish Assumption
College the greatest possible success. But I do
feel that in the great charge for growth, the tradi
tions and values of the past should not be sacri
ficed. It is true that one's lasting impressions of
a situation are his last (year's) ones, and when
Assumption College graduates remember their
alma mater, they will remember what happened
in their senior year.
Francis J. Stipek

Potpourri

To T^e Editor:
On October 15, studentsfrom campuses across
country will participate ina moratorium for thei
in Vietnam. The essential purpose of the progra
to pressure the government to withdraw all tro
from the war zone withinsixmonths. Thismeasi
to some, is a necessary one and the intentions,
some are good.
The fact that October 15 falls on a Wednes
causes an academic problem. Since the SGAtur
down the suggestion that they ask for a suspens
of classes that day, sessions are scheduled to
held as usual. Nevertheless, some professorsh
already indicated that they are considering theo athe
cellation of their classes in order to participate 0f c
the moratorium. This would seem to be a definite to
justice to the students. They have paid for an edu Wj
tion and should, by their rights, have the opportui 2r
to get their money's worth. Unlike a proclaii J,ccu
holiday, classes have not legally been suspend 'athe
and therefore should not be cancelled by any%Sion
professor. The academic dean has an obligatioinde,
the students to see that no professor denies|trac
person his or her right to an education.
The SGA did stipulate that the cancellation's,
any class be left up to the individual studAmis<
Anyone may, by choice, cut a class to attend| con
moratorium and this act of free will is stra
endorsed. But anyone who wishes not to
pate in the activities, or participate and |
class should have the chance to receive the I
ledge due him. Let us hope that the prli
obligations of Assumption College are not i
looked.
James Emswiler

To The Editor:

It is now obvious that the first students to oca
'cc%n
the new dorms will be the freshmen girls.
This arbitrary decision is a parently theworki |a i
Fr. Alexis Babineau, the same Fr. Babineau who Kg j
responsible for t h e arbitrary decision to adn (eve
freshmen girls; in spite of the students' wishes T dc
the contrary.
j L
The purpose of this letter is to request an ans» ind
to the question: How was it decided who shot ihe[
occupy the new dorms and who did the decidii [
Fr. Babineau, at a meeting with the senior clas nc
stated that the now infamous decision to let tl mei
girls, who have suffered two in a room in A-doi .mit(
(oops! Alumni Hall) for almost one solid mon ,ms
was made during the summer at a meeting of I Wo[
Academic Council with Dean Wotruba an invil W(
guest. Therefore, it would logicaUy follow that Da id
Wotruba would be aware that such a step had t» ^
taken.
|' (
Unfortunately, logicatAssumptionislacking.fi s
in the first issue of the Provocateur Dean WotnA e
said that he thought that the seniors should |Lhe
allowed to move into the new dorms first.
Thus it would appear that Dean Wotruba may hXnt
fallen asleep at the meeting (which is not unlifefcen
if Fr. Babineau was speaking).
jgpt(
So that brings us back to our original questio ecte
Who decided to move the girls first? Fr. Babinsi ?ath
when and how? Your guess is as good as mil dn
Perhaps he had a vision one night.
unci
JName withheld by requesl men
bu
bate
nt i
ide
men

L

What Goa.
here we are again...anonymus as hell and the most
talked about twosome on campus...we hear that even
fr. georges has been accused of writing this
column...some kind of masochism complex or
something...no, we're not georges...we planahead...
the influence of women on campus is growingevery
day...sign hanging in kennedy building: win the
student who took the officer's blouse please return
it to the dean of students office to avoid prosecution..javohl...who was that man in black who drifted
into the senior common room the other night...oh,
he's our campus planner who came in the true spirit
of christian charity to give information to the
pagans who were let out of their three-man stalls
for the evening...good ol' alex...he's been here as
long as any of them, and he'U probably be here when
the whole place comes tumbling down....around
next march sometime...the middle of the month
they're not really sure....
richard has only been here a few months and
already he's tasted the power play syndrome...back
off, dean, if you want your job...they don't know
where they're going but don't ever tell them so...
the sophomore class is writing a report on their
rtew of parietals....if it comes out in book form
they re thinking of making it into a movie...the fine
arts has already bid for the world premiere...
work is progressing rapidly on the barbed wire
fence compound that col. lola is instaUing through
the forest on the hill...beginning in the month of
november, infiltration through the defoliated forest

area between north and south campus is expected
increase substantially...a winter offensive whii
would involve direct confrontation between the ma
and female members of the undergraduate collegei
feared....
will whoevei borrowed the sophomore class n
frigerator please return it to 205C....or was it tl
other way around
but someone, somewhere has a head on his should
ers...the sit down dinners on Sunday are ref
great...the waiters make us feel right at home,
the chow is fantastic...please, whoever you are, kt
low...if they find out you're thinking of us yo
never last....
melanie was truly terrific and the people involvt
with bringing her should be congratulated...it was
warm kind of thing ....something we don't see
often around Worcester...at last we have a nand
for our beloved coffee house...it's so beautiful,«
didn't we see it all along...the drug store...but doni
worry guys, the cops are after booze not beniesj
thank god that melanie reminded us that b.y.o.b. ca
mean bring your own blanket....
in closing, here is our religious meditation n
the coming weeks...keep it close to your hearts, boa
and girls, and you'll never go astray....
"i don't see why you claim the administrate
should do its job"....keep up the good (guess) work
fhther...better luck next year
the 15th is
approaching....peace.
N.S.S.

tot. 10, 1969
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SENIORS MEET WITH FATHER ALEXIS
"J don't see

you claim
wh
the administration should
do its job 9 9

by Gerald Burns

Father Alexis Babineau, Direcir of Campus Planning and Superir to the Religious on Campus,
«t with some forty Seniors on
(tt 2nd to discuss the question
(occupancy of the new dorms.
Father Babineau began the disossion b y s t a t i n g t h a t h e h a d
ttended monthly meetings with the
(factors since June
to demine the progress of the new
Ins. The latest estimate now
omised that the first dorm would
i completed around the middle
October, the second one finished
Mod November 15th, and the
ird around December 31st.
1 Alexis said that the Adm inistra1 le Council had met during the
umer to discuss the problem
lack of rooms. He stated that
i decision was finally made to
pie up, and that the committee
osidered preparing the first
nn for men and keeping the
rls in Alumni Hall until they
eld all be moved (around Dember 31st). The group decided,
1 never, to move the girls into
' • dorms as soon as possible,
iking the date for such a move
• wild the middle of November,
j ''tien aSked for the reasons be• i! this decision, Alexis stated
> it no promises had been made
'• m e n c o n c e r n i n g t h e
n e w
I rmitories,
and that the new
lt urns were primarily, being build
• r women. He also mentioned that
* ! women were recruited with
II ! idea of
the new dorms in
11 id, that the admissions office
1 clearly indicated that the
r rms would be for women.
a E e went on to say that last
£ j he had asked the Administra» (Council to stop admitting ree lent women. At this time
50
y men residents
had
been
:epted. T h e p r o p o s a l w a s
k icted by the Council,
ufether Babineau said that he
asked the Administrative
incil to stop admitting resident
m when the number reached
tut again the proposal was
Bd by the Council. At this
t it became necessary to set
le two of the new dorms for
ien.
inior Bill Lenich asked Fr.
bineau if, during the interfing of prospective Freshi, it was known that the dorms
id be delayed. Alexis said that
original dates for the dorms
(September 5, September 15th
5° October 15th.
: enich claimed that the girls
is re not promised an exact date
a they would occupy the dorms.
s. lis felt, however, that it was
ie 'stood that
they would be
iy shortly after school opened,
i- tot it had been decided that
lyi (iris would be first to occupy
nd i,
liber Babineau was then asked
11 explain the difference between
for
e(j preparation of a dorm
;a ien and for men. He stated
oo in the women's dorm full
ne 1 mirrors, hairdryers, and
by nenettes were planned. Alit (h it had been decided to leave
... e items out in preparing the
an fs dorm, Alexis said that the
, tractor had not been notified
ime and that they were being
iy in anyway.
.on liber Babineau then conceded
rk to argument that men could
ast «Py the new dorms because
were being p r e p a r e d f o r
tn "was not very strong",
nich then asked him if he

had any objections to the Seniors
occupying the new dorms as soon
as it was completed, Fr. Babineau
said that the girls were "hepped
up to get into the new dorms."
"Are the girls suffering such
an inconvenience in A dorm?,"
asked Lenich. He also stated that
many of the girls he had talked
to felt as though they would be
isolated in the new dorms, and
that many of the girls he had
talked to were not too enthusiastic
about moving.
Fr. Babineau stated that any
one living in the new dorms be
fore November 15th "would get
in the way of the workers and
contractors. The roads and walks
are not promised before November
15th, arid it will be rough to live
up there before then."
Father Alexis went on to say
that students "had no right
to
occupy the buildings until
the
contractors turn them over to
us... they don't like the idea of
turning over any of the buildings
before they're all completed, but
they agreed to turn over two on
November 15th."
Fr. Babineau was then asked
if the problem did not concern
who would live in inconvenience
the longest. He replied that the ad
ministration had to be "more poli
tical with the girls because they'H
be here for four years and you
fellows are leaving in May."
Several Seniors objected to this
statement. Many questions were
addressed to Alexis at once, and
several
students began to talk
among themselves. None of the
questions raised at this time were
answered by Fr. Babineau.
A senior then stated that the
main goal of the college was to
create an academic community.
"Three in a room is not conducive
to study," he said.
Alexis replied that in the past
years, "noise on the floors shows
that most students are not con
cerned with academics." Again,
many Seniors
objected to this
statement and several questions
were again asked, none of which
were answered.
Fr. Babineau was then asked
who would decide how students
would be relocated after the girls
moved into the new dorms. He
replied that "the administration
hasn't thought about it yet...in the
past, dorms have been determined
by classes... Dean Wortruba has
been given free reign to institue
what living conditons he wanted
to see on campus... it's up to
him to carry it out."
When he was asked whether the
Seniors would be moved to A dorm
and then to the new dorms, Alexis
said he didn't know.
Fr. Babineau was again asked
the reason why the Seniors could
not move in to the new dorms
when the first one was complete.
He repeated that the ground work
was unfinished and that living con
ditions would be "dangerous", that
the contractors don't want to be
bothered by students there, that
the
girls were presented the
dorms as "their residence," and
that no promises had been made
to men.
Several students reminded Babi
neau that the Dean of Students
office distributed room selections
last April which offered to the
students the choice of moving into
the new dorms. Several Seniors
apparently chose to live there.
"Isn't this a kind of promise
to the students?" Alexis was

asked.
"I don't know anything about
it," Alexis said.
"Is this decision final?" asked
one Senior. "Is the case closed."
"I hope it's closed," replied
Alexis, "but you know the way
things work around here."
One senior stated that
most
colleges and universities gave the
best accomodations to the Seniors, that the decision is final," said
that
they
were
"something Fr. Babineau.
special." Alexis questioned whe
"Who is Wortruba's boss?" he
ther this, indeed, was the case was asked.
"Dr. Remick," he replied.
and stated that he had to view the
entire expansion program and not
Bill Lenich then stated that the
just the interests of the Seniors. students were "bearing! the lack
The Seniors again burst into an of responsibility of those admini
uproar, and at this time Alexis strators who planned the new
dorms," and asked Alexis why no
stated that he "did not come here
penalty clause was included in the
to be abused... I agreed to come
to give out information... But not building contract.
Fr. Babineau stated that he did
to change the decision that has
been made."
not see a lack of responsibility
in planning the new dorms. "The
Senior Chris Deegan then stated
that the expansion program was in architect advised us not to put
direct contradiction to the goals in a penalty clause. First, be
of the college, that Assumption cause it wouldn't make a differ
(because most Seniors were living ence, and secondly because the
off campus) was a "three class bids would be higher with the
college...this is against t h e clause," he said.
principle
of
Assumption as a
Lenich then asked who was res
ponsible for the three-man room
resident academic community."
Fr. Babineau stated that he had situation. Alexis asked "Why? Are
"alerted the Trustees that
we you going to seek revenge or
should be building another set something?"
Lenich stated that the students
of dorms for next year...as of
now
they can't see how these should be made aware of the in
eptitude of this man's decision.
dorms could be financed."
"There is one person who in
"Don't
you owe the Seniors
something, Father?" one Senior sisted on the increased women
enrollment and who drove the idea
asked.
"I think it's a question of home, but I am not free to say
who that person is," said Alexis.
gallantry," replied Alexis.
Several Seniors began to sum
"Gallantry works both ways,
Father," shouted many Seniors. marize their four years at As
At this point Fr. Babineau again sumption. "We have been put in
stated that he would not be "a- a pit in our Sophomore year,
bused" and that he had come "to been bounced in and out of classes
by the Registrar's office, and now
give out information."
"Who made the final decision to we're three in a room," said one
move the girls up?" a Senior student..
(Note: In 1967 the administration
asked.
"The Administrative Council," housed approximately 20 members
said Alexis. "Father George, Mr. of the class of 1970 in the room
Rudio, Dr. Remick, and myself... which is now the Sophomore Com
Lola Boyd and Dean Wortruba mon Room.)
"I think the pit wes mostly psy
were also there, and someone else,
chological," said Alexis.
I don't remember who."
Several Seniors again broke into
"Was
there a student re
presentative there?" asked Bill an uproar, and Alexis again stated
that he would not be "abused."
Lenich.
One Senior stated that his class,
"No," replied Alexis. "We had
enough trouble trying to get Brian as Freshmen, had been promised
Lillis on campus for the reno a fully-equipped gym-including a
vation of Zipp's...it took us three pool and bowling alleys downstairs.
"We haven't got our bowling aUeys
weeks to get him here."
"Was Brian invited to the meet yet...isn't this promise the same
ing concerning the dorms?" asked as that made to the girls?"
Alexis did not answer the
Lenich.
question.
"No," said Alexis.
Lenich stated that the decision
Senior Ray Belair then stated
that Mr. Wortruba had told him was not valid because all the mem
that the decision had not been made bers of the Administrative Council
the student repre
yet, and that it would be made by especiaUy
the Student Personnel Committee sentative - were not present.
when it was formed.
"An the regular members were
present," said Babineau.
"His
memory
differs from
Father Alexis then went into a
mine," said Alexis.
detailed explanation of how the
"Was he at the meeting when g o v e r n m e n t l o a n s
for
t h e
this was decided?"askedaSenior. new dorms were obtained.
He
"Yes," said Fr. Babineau.
stated that a genuine need for
"Then how could he not know housing had to be demonstrated.
the decision was final?"
The coUege did this by relating
"I don't know," said Alexis. that Kilgore and Cowan houses had
"I have it from Wortruba'sboss been purchased out of such a need,

and that because of the residen
tial nature of the neighborhood,
apartments for students in the
general area were scarce. Also,
the fact that a "pit", was needed
at one time to house students was
used to demonstrate this need.
Alexis went on to say that the
contract for the dorms stated that
two of the dorms would be used
for men and one foi women, and
that eventually they would all be
come women's dorms.
"That's fraud on the govern
ment, Father," said one Senior.
"EventuaUy is not the first year...
and two dorms are now planned
for women....are you not worried
that future building projects might
be jeopardized if the government
finds out you've defrauded them?"
"I haven't thought about it," said
Alexis.
Fr. Babineau was then asked if
the present three-man room situa
tion would be used to show a need
for future building projects.
"Of course," he said, "It shows
a need beautifully."
Several students then shouted
that they were being used as "gui
nea pigs" for the college's expan
sion program.
One
student reminded Alexis
that the Seniors would soon be
alumni, and that a very practical
consideration would be the amount
of
contributions these students
would donate to their alma nater.
Alexis agreed that this tiad to
be taken into consideration.
Senior Ray Belair then stated
that he heard from Dean Wortruba
that many of the women would
rather let the Seniors move up
first. He asked Alexis if this
fact might not change the decision.
Alexis said, "If I could get this
on good information, something
other than..." He then paused.
"Other than Dean Wortruba,
right Father?" said Belair.
"If I could get it on good infor
mation then it may be changed,"
said Alexis.
"If a poll were
taken the decision may le re
versed... but there are other fac
tors involved."
The meeting was quickly becom
ing disorganized. Several students
were talking among themselves,
and many times a number of ques
tions were shouted out at once.
At one point Alexis requested
that the Seniors let him answer
the questions. "Stop answering
them for me," he said.
A climax was reached wlien one
of the students insisted on asking
Alexis who was living under worse
conditions - the men or the women
Several students interrupted be-

Cont. P. 4, Col. 5

"I have come to give
information...
not to be abused"
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Movie Review

Medium Cool
--By David Han
In his Pul a.zer Prize winning
novel, The Armies of the Night:
History as a Novel; The Novel
as History, Norman Mailer
wrote, "For the novel is, when
it is good, the personification
of a vision which will enable one
to comprehend other visions
better; a microscope - if one
is exploring the pond; a teles
cope upon a tower if you are
scrutinizing the forest." Per
haps, this is the one statement
that can both pinpoint the goal
of Haskell Wexler's new film
Medium Cool and account for
the magnitude of this cinematic
adventure.
Wexler has concerned him
self with several of the social
aspects characteristic of con
temporary
American
life.
Among those social problems
dealt with are the Black Crisis,
the current surge of violence
which is pervading our nation,
the effects of the mass com
munications media upon a frus
trated
society
and
the
generation gap that exists bet
ween those willing to pattern
their lives around the standards
of an archaic establishment and
those seeking a way of life built
upon a foundation of objectives
which are relevant to contem
porary living.
To unify his film, Wexler has
used a documentary like struc
ture and has approached the
above social issues through the
eyes of John Cassellus a fic
tional news commentator for
Chicago's W.H.J.B. television
station. The film has remained
consistent to this approach by
utilizing news-real like scenes
of recent events that have
occurred in the United States.
This has given the film a sense

of power that personifies the
director's vision of contemporary American life and en
ables the viewer, as Norman
Mailer would say, to better
comprehend the position of his
own vision on this subject.
Although the format of this
film is almost entirely revolu
tionary, the traditional tech
nique of character develop
ment has been utilized, as a
means for further unification.
In the early sequences of the
film, Cassellus is depicted as
the stereotype of the establish
ment oriented figure. His
approach to women, his job,
and other aspects of life is
extremely mechanical and lacks
all elements of sensitivity and
understanding.
As the film
progresses, he rejects this
approach to life and is rebuked
by the establishment.
Unlike many of his contem
poraries, he knows that, as a
man, he is by birth a member
of the establishment that he has
become critical of. He, there
fore, realizes that if he is to
survive, as an individual, he
can not destroy that establish
ment but must work from with
in its confines to resolve its
ills.
Although Medium Cool is not
free of technical flaws, these
are not significant enough to
detract from the power and re
levancy of the films dialetic.
Haskell Wexler's film is a col
lege of kaleidoscopic impres
sions of contemporary Ameri
can life. It is a college of great
emotional and intellectual im
pact and appears to have been
created with the intention of
depicting intense realism and
not for the purposes of super
ficial decoration.

Faculty Senate Stalls Bid
To Form Student Committees

CLUB
ADVISORS NEEDED
Undergraduate or graduate male stu
dents to act as grammar school club advisor
one afternoon per week (2:45-4:00), $4.50
per meeting, Training Program included.
Contact Mrs. Rosemary Caffarella, Auburn
Branch YMCA (832-4944).

/

At a meeting of the Faculty Senate on Tuesday, October 7, new representatives to the evaluj
tion committee were elected. The senate, which h ad been asked by the dean's office to select name
for the newly foimed Student Personnel and Judiciary committees decided instead to let the nominal
ing committee name those representatives at a later time. Dean Wortruba had requested the names d
ihat the committees could begin immediately the study of such questions as parietal hours and dis
ciplinary procedures.
After secretary Fr. Normand
Paulhus read the minutes of the

Wore. Club
Re-Organizes
Tuesday, September 30, at a
meeting of off campus students, a
decision was made to form a
Worcester Club. The club desires
to help the day-hops get to know
one another and the campus re
sidents so that their ideas may
become known and their repre
sentatives can help carry out their
needs through the SGA.
Father Fortier, along with
James Cuccaro and four other
students from various classes
were chosen to represent the group
at a meeting with Dean Wotruba,
Friday October 3rd. At the meet
ing the representatives talked over
three basic needs of day-hops.
The first was a need for better
communication between residents
and non-residents. Day Student
representatives asked for a lounge
and a bulletin board. They also
asked about Day-Hop representa
tion in the SGA. Dean Wotruba
said that a lounge for the day-hops
would be made provided as soon
as possible. He also agreed to
set up a bulletin board. As to
student representation, he said
that off campus residents would
be able to elect a suitable number
of representatives in the judicial
system.

AIRPLANE SCHEDULED FOR
PERFORMANCES NOV. 8
Jefferson Airplane, one of the
Jefferson Airplane, in 1966-7
most controversial, and well- formed its present group and soon
known progressive rock groups in became the leading exponent of
the country today, will appear at the "San Francisco Sound". From
Assumption College in concert on its start, Airplane has focused
Saturday, November 8. The Air on intellectual psychedelic rock.
plane will present two shows, at In the years since its formation
8:00 and 11:30 p.m. in the college the group has created a style in
gymnasium. The concert is spon rock that is unlike that of any
sored by the Assumption College other group. It began as what
would be called "love rock", built
Social Committee.
on that to become more psycheTickets for the Airplane per delically oriented without losing
formances will go on sale for its originally styled. Today it
Assumption Students only, on Octo could be classified as progressive
ber 20. There will be 2000 tickets revolutionary rock.
available Tor students at the price
The group has six members, all
of #3.50 each for one week. On
Monday through Thursday students of whom are exceptionaUy talented
will be allowed to purchase two people. Grace Slick, lead singer,
tickets to each show. Any advance organist, recorder-player, com
tickets left will go on sale on poser, ex-model, who has brought
Friday. After October 27, tickets the group much national acclaim.
will be available to the public at Her voice has been described as
sharp as diamonds, clear, with
Steinarts for $4.50.

C

a piercing quality that gently cuts
through songs. She has also written
some of the groups best songs,
such as "White Rabbit", rejoice",
"Lather", and "Greasy Heart".
Marty Balin is also a songwriter
("Crown of Creation", "Today",
"Comin' Back to Me") and lead
singer. Other members of Air
plane are Jorma Kaukonen, lead
guitarist, bass guitarist Jack
Casady, drummer Spencer Dryded,
and Paul Kantner, singer and gui
tarist.

last regular meeting in May and
they were approved, senate Pre
sident Mr. John Dufault considered
the election of new representatives
to the evaluation committee. Mr.
Dufault explained that the original
rules as to the length of terms had
been unclear. After some discus
sion, it was decided that the terms
were for three years.
Several faculty members stated
that they were unclear as to the
authority of the evaluation com
mittee. Mr. Charles Estus asked
if Committees A or B of the senate
should study the question. Rev.
Richard Richards said that the
committees already had enough
to do. A motion was then made
by Mr. William Mulloy that the
administration spell out clearly
the function and authority of the
evaluation committee. This was
seconded by Rev. Richards. Dr.
Donald Isaac then put forth a
motion that the chairman of the
faculty senate "appoint a com
mittee to study and make recom
mendations" on the committee.
After debate over which motion
to vote on, Fr. Norman Meiklejolin asked that the motions be
"put aside" until a later meet
ing.
His motion was passed.
It was decided that the senate
should still elect new represent
atives to the evaluation com
mittee. Dr. Charles Estus was
elected to a 3-year term and
Mr. Phillip Martin was elected
to replace Mr. Phillip Poisson,
who is on sabbatical leave.
The selection of names for the
student personnel aqd judiciary
committees was brought up and
discussed. Dean Wortruba ex
plained that it would be easier

Bless its Pointed Little Head
the last recorded album contained
several older songs updated by the
group. Their music is definitely
futuristic., and their concert is
bound to be one of the outstanding
events of the rock year.

STUDENTS

(cont. from page one)
normal academic functions, "he
said. "The law is there and so
we can't officially allow it. But
I'm not going around to enforce
this law. . .I'm much more con
cerned with the selling of liquor
on campus or the dorm to dorm
drinking, because this is where
a student can really get into
trouble."

SENIORS MEET
(cont. from page 3)
fore Alexis could speak. Final
all students were quiet, but Alex
remained silent.
"Will you answer the questk
Father."
"I'm thinking about it", hesai
After some time he replied, "01
hand, I'd say the men are,
Several students applauded sa
castically at this answer.
Bill Lenich stated that it
the job of the administration
provide adequate housing for
students on campus. It appeal
as though he was going to ask
question when Fr. Babineausa
"I don't see why you claim
administration should do its jol
This remark ended the me
ing. Several Seniors asked ill
Babineau would answer one
question, but Alexis stood upi
said "I think I'd better leave
Though most of the students!
the room, several interrup
Alexis on his way out to
further questions.

ty

Cinema Committee
Presents Film Schedule
The Cinema Committee of Assumption College plans to show £il
this semester for the enjoyment of a greater number of stude
said the committee president, Bill Esposito. The films were eta
after a poll was taken last semester. Several of the films will
showed twice in an evening, depending from whom the film
rented. They are being shown at the rate of one a week for eitf
50? or $1.00.
Other members of the Cinema Committee include William O'l
treasurer; and Dennis Dougherty, Brian Jerome, Michael Cam
John Lamont, Peggy Costello, and Maureen McSheehey.
The films for the remainder of the semester include:

Von Ryan's Express
The Professionals
Airplane's four albums have Lord Jim
shown various aspects of their Blow Up
creativity and style.. .Surrealistic Cat Ballou
Pillow, their first, was highly Bank Dick
steeped in the love movement of
'67., and its songs are smooth The Great Race
and poetic. After Bathing at Bax Planet of the Apes
ters showed a change to a slightly
more creative (and acid flavored)
work.
The real change in the
style and sound of their music
came with their revolutionary,
bold, artistic Crown of Creation.
This experimental work presented
a world-view that was critical and
mature.

if the senate named the foi
judiciary and three personm
committee members now. At tli
point several faculty senate men
bers began to walk out. A motio
was made to adjourn and was de
feated. Several more faculty lei
A motion to turn the question ovi
to the senate nominating con
mittee was passed, and the mee
ing was adjourned. No mentii
was made of the Vietnam Men
torium, which was supposed tol
•voted on at this meeting.

October
October
October
November
November
November
December
December
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cont. from p. 1
tiv
same federal program.
endeavors to seek federal to flo
Henry L. Rudio, coordinator of and grants."
wil
business affairs for the college,
"It is not known yet how a bai
said recently, "while sex is not board at a church-related inst
the determining factor in financial tion could alter this situatii coi
poi
stability, the increased enrollment he added.
the
caused by the addition of women
Increased enrollment,
to the College is a definite factor enced by the first class of wo othe
n
in establishing this stability."
will affect the college's pn py
"Assumption has always and application for other federal gr
vot
will continue to attempt to use from the government.
fro
federal funds whenever available
Rudio said the college Is dei:
in applications to our building sently seeking financial aid i
needs," Rudio said.
Title HI of the 1965 Educati sit!
He explained that the college Assistance Act for the sui woi
ind
also plans to use the new Massa $2,140,000. If received, the in whi
chusetts Educational Health and will be used for the prop bee
Building Program, "if these grants $4 million classroom and o cor
are applicable to our needs."
building.
ind
Rudio said that, "it is also
The college is also seeking cas
hoped that the addition of laymen from COSIP, which is a fed Coi
to the Board of Trustees will help grant for development of Assi of c
reduce the factor of the ancient tion's Natural Science Pro eac
idea of separation of church and with use of a computer.
of
state."
Presently, the college has tive
"it is most probable," he said, ceived extensions of grants i L'
"that public institutions have an program of social rehabilifcf
be
easier road to travel in their

Expansion Program
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0RESIDENT OUTLINES DECISION

MAKING POLICIES AT A. C.

!T0:

Richard Richards, A.A.

FROM:

September 16. 1969

Georges Bissonnette, A.A.

Dear Richard:
In answer to your request of some weeks ago concerning the responsibility and authority of va
rious .committees, councils, boards, and other belies which are part of the
me
1
^
"®". committee, and anyone else who is interested in such things, that
the answer to your questions is contained in the Bylaws of Assumption College.
The Board of Trustees shall have the general direction, management and control of all the proI
tPhTeomnSpn«StSi
h h'?coloration. It Shall determine the corporation's policies and
Hon
" and d"tles>
addition to those fixed by law and the bylaws of the corporation, of all officers, agents, clerks and servants of this corporation.
The President of the College shall be the chief administrator or executive officer of the Col
lege and shall have full power and authority, subject to policies established by the Board of
Trustees, to direct and manage the affairs of the College.
HeshaU make appointments to and may make removals for the academic and nonacademic
staff of the College with the exception of the officers of the corporation.
The Treasurer erf the corporation shall have the custody of the funds of the corporation and
disbursement of the same under the general supervision of the Board of Trustees.
JthprT^pSUre[. s,ha". flav'e custody of all moneys, debts, obligations, contacts, documents and
llLt fr,? belonging to the corporation, and shall safely keep the same, and shall collect all
and
to the corporation, and dispose of the same purciiant t th
"t6 ?
j'
;
suant to the contracts and obligations of the Corporation, or the order of its Board of Trust-

Music Review

MELANIE

The Treasurer shall make, sign, endorse, and accept for and in the name and behalf of the
ness °n promissory notes- drafts. and checks and these only in the regular course of tousiAll officers of the corporation shall hold office for the term of one vear or until their cureec
year

o^fo^such3further1 tk?e

morteareeSsdfmth°rre^eaS,irer

aTthe ^Board* of*Trustees fig

511311,exec"teal1

contracts, documents, leases, releases

SSSWiSSf'SirSSS,na a"oa"

i s&rss?
ty ma/ hav^identfffed"65
Thanks.

fif ^ **

the te™

•» to

*
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deeds

»d Slti

s <s?oSss.,2siuTdiiSf5^rssrssi
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ambiguity which

Dean Cites Results
of Dorm Meeting

y°u

and

other concerned members of the facul-

I. R. C. Delegates
Attend Council

The 24th Annual National Stu
dent Leadership Institute on World
cont. from p. 1
Affairs, sponsored by the Council
The results of that meeting are living off campus, since the Inter- on International Relations and Uni
the following proposals that we Residence Hall Council will have ted Nations Affairs met at Sarah
present to you for your approval. jurisdiction over all student facili Lawrence College June 14-21. The
The group felt that the best way ties such as Zipps, the Gym and Assumption College I.R.C. Club,
to develop a sense of responsi events that happen between re which has always played an import
bility was by actively encouraging sidence halls. Hopefully the off- ant role in C.I.R.U.N.A., sent two
self-government at all levels and campus students will select one delegates, Jim Corona and Russ
hi all residential and off-campus from the existing body to repre Echel, to the conference.
The conference discussed the
situations. In addition, we saw sent them. Any situation necessit
the need for a central core of ating a decision involving expulsion United Nations, evaluated its per
guidelines and a coordinate unit or suspension will be brought formance, and reflected upon its
so that freedom and due process before the College Judiciary potential particularly in the econ
could be provided for all. The goal Board. At present this Board is omic, social and humanitarian
is to place the burden of respon made up of three students appointed areas. The delegate with a new
sibility on the individual student, by the Student Government and understanding of the importance
where it rightfully belongs. If, three faculty members elected by of international cooperation, and
however, repeated disruptive be the Faculty Senate. In order to of some of the very real, though
havior occurs, students are not prevent deadlocks, an additional often unpublicized accomplish
expected to endure it. To pre person will be appointed shortly. ments of the United Nations.
Model U.N. Council meetings,
vent a Kangaroo Court System, The Board will also hear appeals
each corridor will elect a re from the Inter-Residence Hall group dynamic sessions, special
presentative who will make every Council. Whenever conflicts of workshops, and a wide range of
effort to effect the necessary be interpretation of regulation arise, speakers both at Sarah Lawrence
havioral change. Should this fail, or a departure from due process College and the United Nations en
the elected corridor representa is deemed to have occurred, or compassed most of the delegates'
tive will refer the matter to a the students want a review of the time. The long list of speakers
Secretary - General
floor vote. The discipline action College Board decision, Presiden included:
will vary from merely the em- tial Review will become necessary. U Thant, Mr. William B. Buffon
barrassment of having made his The
President will convene (U.S.) Dr. Viktor Issraelyon (U.
„ corridor mates meet, to a tem the President of SGA, the Chair S.S.R.), and The Right Honorable
The Lord Coradon (U.K.), all
porary or permanent removal from man of
the student, faculty
the floor. Any situation involving officers, boards, or interested permanent representatives to the
the entire residence hall, i.e., person in an attempt to reach a U.N. from their respective coun
tries, as well as Mr. Portia Mca occurrence in the common, fair and equitable decision.
TV or recreation rooms will be
In summary we propose the Keever, Mr. David Bell, and'Con
gressman Allard K. Lowenstein.
voted upon by the men elected following:
from each corridor in the resi
1. A corridor representative
.fence halls.
The off-campus to take care of most of the floor
situation will likewise set up a happenings and aU of the residence
hall elected members to take care
( working body to take care of their
individual occurrences. If in a case of the Dorm happenings.
where a student feels that he has
2.
An Inter-Residence HaU
Council made up of one of the
fi[ teen dealt with unfairly by the
corridor or residence hall, the elected representatives from each
,,,4 individual involved may appeal the
Dorm and an off-campus repre
104 Highland Street
case to the Inter-Residence Hall sentative to hear corridor appeals
"' Council. This body is made up and happenings between residence
FOR PRESCRIPTIONS
' done elected representative from halls and outside of the halls.
each residence haU, preferably one
This proposal will be put before
PHONE 756-0954
I the three corridor representa- the students for a vote as soon
Worcester, Mass.
j jJtos chosen to represent, the en- as possible.
If you have any
hall. Also provisions should
Opposite Friendly's
Cont. P. 6, Coi. 3
made to represent students

VISIT
HIGHLAND
PHARMACY

By James Gallant
Assumption College felt som*
of t h e beauty of Woodstock
Saturday, October 4, whenMelanie,
a
young folksingertroubadour from New York per
formed here in an unusually
together, intimate concert.
Melanie walked to the stage and
set her theme for the evening.
"You've got to get close to it
all," she sang. "Tear down the
walls."
Seated on a platform in front
of t h e gymnasium stage,
Melanie proceeded to make the
audience remove the barriers
between themselves until she
had created a sea of tenderness
in the group of over 300 sitting
on the floor around her.
As a performer she is pre
ciously rare. The precocious
innocence of a little girl, the
rough assurance of a woman who
has seen it all, and the aged
sagacity of an old lady are con
tained in her person. Like a mo
dern troubadour she tells the
world the way she has seen life.
She makes her audience care.
With a voice that she uses to
drug
her audience, Melanie
charmed them into a together
ness they rarely feel. She seems
to have caught the essence of
life, to have brought the joy of
being
into
being. James
Taylor's "Carolina" had the
high piercing wail of Buffy St.
Marie,
"Momma Momma"
caught the white soul of Janis
Joplin. Her voice is not her only
good feature; her lyrics trip
through her world, her child
hood, her feelings, her loves.
She takes you to the sad "Bo
Bo's Party", introduces you to
"Soul Sister Annie" and every
thing else that seems important
to her. She ended her first set

by singing a "crowd pleaser"
"Glory Glory Psychotherapy"
to the tune of t h e "Battle
Hymn of the Republic". The
audience was hers.
During her second set, the
audience seemed bewitched.
More songs, more applause,
Songs about loneliness (I'm
Back in Town"), child-chants
like "Animal Crackers". After
two hours of singing and perfor
ming, Melanie left but was for
ced back. After several request
songs, she attempted to leave
again but was given a standing
ovation to return. This was
repeated twice more. 'Sing the
rooster song," someone shou
ted. "No its dirty" Melanie
answered, but she sang it any
way. It's earthiness was re
miniscent of bawdy german
beer songs, or of Lotte Lenya
singing Kurt Weil.
Whenever Melanie left the
stage she was stormed by peo
ple who shook her hand, kissed
her, smiled. It was orgasmic.
Everybody seemed to want to
hold her there forever.
After the crowd left, those
who waited were greeted by
Melanie when she returned from
her dressing room. She ap
peared in a long, hooded velvet
cape and passed out roses to
the smaH group, thanking
everyone for t h e wonderful
concert. At the coffee house
later, she sipped orange juice
and rapped for a while. She
talked softly, demurely. Later
she sang a few songs. After an
hour or so, Melanie left
Assumption. It was very late.
Those who had experienced Me
lanie were still talking about
her. The togetherness had not
worn off. Maybe it never would.

VISIT

Arby's Roast Beef Drive In
Restaurant
522

PARK

AVENUE,

WORCESTER

SMACK YOUR LIPS
at ZIPP'S!!!!
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Moratorium Day Events
Scheduled For Campus
cont. from p. 1
the coffee house at 7:30 entitled
"Vietnam: The Case forExtradiction." The day's events will end
with a religious service in the
Assumption Chapel at 9:00 p.m.

conducted by Fr. Normand Paulbus.
The Vietnam Moratorium Com
mittee is founded and being run
by a number of ex-McCarthy and
Kennedy workers and is hoping

for a broad based voice of criti
cism of the Vietnam War. Similar
demonstrations are planned for
November and December and until
the war is over.

Moratorium Events
10:00
11:00
12:30
2:30
7:30
9:00

a.m. Mr. Ziegler — speech and discussion in coffee house
a.m. Dr. Green — "The Sociology of Warfare" in coffee house
p.m. Dr. Estus — speech and discussion in coffee house
p.m. Peace Rally at Worcester City Hall Plaza
p.m. Film — "Vietnam: the Case for Extradiction" in coffee house
p.m. Religious service in chapel with Fr. Normand Paulhus

Hepatitis Cancels Football
Season at Holy Cross
The 19G9 Football Season at the
College of the Holy Cross has been
canceled, due to an epidemic of
Infectious Hepatitis that has hit
all of the members of the Varsity
Football Squad. The chances of a
possible epidemic of Hepatitis at
Holy Cross first became apparent
when football player Bob Cooney
was diagnosed as having the dis
ease last week. Cooney is currently
recovering in a local hospital. The
first indications that the disease
had become widespread came at
the end of last week, when it was
decided that a large number of
students suffering from a flu like
illness actually had contracted He
patitis.
Blood counts have revealed that
all of the members of the Varsity
Football Squad have contracted
some form of the disease and, at
the present time, the epidemic re
mains confined to these indivi

duals. Speaking on the Holy Cross Since the incubation period for He
radio station, W.C.H.C., Dr. John patitis is abnormally long, usually
Shay, Dean of Students at Holy six to eight weeks, it is felt that
Cross, stated that there had been members of the Varsity Football
some concern that members of the Squad were exposed to the disease
Freshman Football Squad, as well during their pre-season training.
Dr. Shay also said that it is
as other students, may have also
contracted the disease. He empha currently believed that the con
tamination of the water supply was
sized that, at the present time, the
results of blood tests administered only temporary and that people
to these students have been almost who have drank that water in re
cent weeks have not been exposed
entirely negative.
When asked whether or not the to the disease, although these peo
source of the epidemic had been ple are being innoculated with gam
determined, Dr. Shay revealed that ma gobulin as a precautionary
it had been isolated to a contam measure against their contraction
inated water supply used by the of the virus.
Those Varsity Football Players
athletic teams at their practice
field. He said that the contamina who have contracted the disease
tion probably resulted from body will be housed under quarantine
wastes deposited there by neigh conditions in Hanselman Hall until
borhood children and emphasized they have recovered. Dr. Joseph
that there was no way that this Murphy, the college physician, sta
could have also contaminated the ted that those suffering from the
college's regular water supply. disease have contracted mild cases
of the illness.
There have been widespread ru
mors at Holy Cross that the entire
campus might be quarantined and
that no one would be permitted
to enter or leave the campus until
the epidemic had passed. Referring
to these rumors, Dr. Shay stated
that, at the present time, there is
no possibility that the entire
campus will be quarantined and
that the quarantine will apply only
to those football players being mo
ved into Hanselman Hall.

DEAN CITES
(cont. from page 5)

MELANIE — It was bring your own blanket night in the gym,
and the surprise star of Woodstock brought down the house.
(See page 5.)

questions, please ieei free to con
tact me directly or one of your
elected representatives. It must
not be forgotten that while we
can have order without freedom,
we cannot have freedom without
order. That is, one man's freedom
can be an infringement on another
man's freedom. We leave you with
this challenge of developing group
responsibility with individual free
dom.

AC Soccer Team Even
Season Record at 2-2
by James Emswiler
Assumption College is well into
the Fall soccer season and have
evened their record to 2-2. The"
victories were significant, how
ever as they shut out rivals Holy
Cross and Providence.
HOLY CROSS RAPPED
Coach Charles Aleksiewicz sat
back and watched the Freshmen
take over, scoring aU five tallies
in the 5-0 wipeout of Holy Cross.
Sophomore goalie Andy Aksten did
an outstanding job of guarding
the home net, making ^ 31 saves,
as David O'Connor, George Natale,
and Jerry Chauvette booted the
winning goals. The greyhounds
were fired up for their initial
match and proved themselves be
yond expectation.
CELEBRATION SHORTLIVED
The fire was quickly put out
when Babson College reached the
Assumption College field. After
a quick 1-0 lead by the opponents,
a see-saw battle endued until Bab
son squeezed out a 2-1 victory.
Guillermo Hurtado was respon
sible for the lone Assumption goal.
After a humiliating 5-0 defeat
by Nichols, the Hounds stood ready

for powerful Providence,
unbeaten Rtiode Island foe
overcome by the Assumption
lege booters 3-0 as the Fi
again shared the spotlight.
Jordan, Dave O'Connor,
George Natale squeezed in I
points while captain Larry Fla
led the overall attack.
The bulk of the 1969 seasa
hardly over with Boston Coll
Stonehill, and Worcester
being the next three sched
opponents.
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Deadline
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James Schevill, Poet
To Read Here Soon
James Schevill. one of the lead
ing poets from the San Francisco
Bay Area school of the late 40s
and 50s will read and discuss his
poetry at Assumption College dur
ing the week of October 20. The
poetry reading is the first in a
series to be sponsored this year
by the English Department.
Schevill's poetry has been wide
ly published in Americal and for
eign magazines, in anthologies,
and in three volumes of his own
work, Tensions. The American
Fantasies, and The Right to Greet.
Mr. Schevill has taught at the Cal
ifornia College of Arts and Crafts
and at San Francisco State College.
His play The Bloddy Tenet was
presented in many cities through

out the country and was pub!
in the anthology Religious"
I.

Tune in to the
Bill

Garcia
Show

W.A.A.B.
1440 on your dia!
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R I N G D A Y October21
A Representative will be here from 10 to 2.
Juniors and Seniors may purchase rings then.
Delivery — one month from date of ordering.

